[Influence of intelligence level of the type I diabetic patients handling hi-tech glycemia monitoring system on the effectiveness of intensive insulin treatment].
An intensive care system designed and developed in IBBE PAS allows for electronic storage and automatic transmission of BG values and other parameters directly from a patient's BG meter and electronic logbook (Glucometer M+ Bayer) to central clinical computer by telematic connection. Despite effort made to keep the system as simple as possible, its proper handling still requires some additional skills from the patient. Thus, effectiveness of the intensive insulin treatment supported by the system may be influenced by the patient's intelligence level. The aim of this work was to evaluate influence of the intelligence level of type 1 diabetic patients equipped with designed system on effectiveness of a long-term intensive insulin treatment. The study group consisted of 17 type 1 diabetic pregnant women randomly divided in two sub-groups. Eight patients used the transmission system and the remaining 9 patients were treated classically. Patient's intelligence level was assessed according Wechsler scale. Analysis of variance indicated that intelligence level did not influence significantly on average result of the treatment (p > 0.05) in whole study group and in both subgroups. Generally, in patients with lower (93 +/- 2.0) and higher (114.1 +/- 1.2) intelligence level glycemic control indices were found to be similar and did not differ significantly. Performed analysis indicated that the designed system could be properly handled by diabetic patients within wide range of intelligence level. However, despite not statistically significant influence of the patients intelligence level on obtained glycemic control, tendency was observed to obtain better average long-term glycemic control in patients with lower intelligence level using telematic data transmission in comparison with the patients treated in classical way (SDWG = 7.0 +/- 0.4 vs. 8.1 +/- 1.0 mmol/l and J = 30.3 +/- 4.4 vs. 39.0 +/- 12.2).